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1. Introduction
This paper describes the speaker recognition system
EHUIKER developed in the GTTS group of the Univer-
sity of the Basque Country in collaboration with IKERLAN
Technological Research Center. The EHUIKER system
submitted to the NIST 2008 Speaker Recognition Evaluatio-
nis is based on the standard Universal Background Model-
Gaussian Mixture Modeling (UBM-GMM) approach. In
order to compensate for environment and/or channel mis-
match, noise reduction and channel compensation tech-
niques are applied to speech signals.1

2. Primary System: EHUIKER_1
The EHUIKER primary system is based on the standard
Universal Background Model - GaussianMixture Model
(UBM-GMM) approach and implements some recently de-
veloped noise reduction and channel compensation tech-
niques [1]. The system was built by means of the Sautrela
framework [2].

2.1. Preprocessing

The Qualcomm-ICSI-OGI (QIO) [3] noise reduction tech-
nique (based on Wiener filtering) was independently applied
to the audio streams. The full audio stream was taken as in-
put to estimate noise characteristics, thus avoiding the use
of voice activity detectors on which most systems rely to
contraint noise estimation to non-voice fragments.

2.2. Feature Extraction

Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) were used as
acoustic features, computed in frames of 25 ms at intervals
of 10 ms. The MFCC set comprised 10 coefficients, not
including the zero (energy) coefficient. Cepstral Mean Sub-
traction (CMS) and Feature Warping [4](3-second feature
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histograms warped into a normal distribution) were applied
to cepstral coefficients. Finally, the feature vector was aug-
mented with dynamic coefficients (first-order deltas), result-
ing in a 20-dimensional feature vector.

2.3. Channel Compensation

Channel compensation was performed by applying feature
mapping [5]. Three gender dependent channel-specific
models (cellular, cordless and landline) were MAP adapted
from a gender dependent UBM using NIST SRE06 training
data. Data used for channel adaptation were disjoint from
those used to estimate the UBM. Due to a lack of gender
dependent data for the new acoustic condition of SRE08,
feature mapping was not applied to interview data.

2.4. UBM and Speaker Models

Three UBM were defined, for male telephone speech, fe-
male telephone speech and gender-independent microphone
speech (interviews), each consisting of 512 Gaussian mix-
ture components. The UBM for telephone speech were
trained from two channel balanced male and female sub-
sets of the NIST SRE06 training set. The UBM for micro-
phone speechwas estimated from the Mixer5 development
data provided by NIST for the evaluation.

Speaker models were derived from the UBM using Re-
levance Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) adaptation [6], with
relevance factor τ = 16. In the adaptation process, only the
Gaussian means were adapted.

2.5. Development Corpus

The NIST SRE04 Evaluation core condition dataset (1 side
train - 1 side test) was used for development purposes.

2.6. Scoring

Verification experiments were carried out by applying the
standard top N [6] log-likelihood ratio scoring method (llr),
with N=8. Scores were calibrated by means of a single sca-
ling factor (α = 12). The scaling factor was obtained from



the development corpus by maximizing Mutual Informa-
tion which is equivalent to minimizingCllr. Well-calibrated
scores were used to obtain the verification decision through
the minimum expected cost Bayes decision:

decision =

{
true, if llr > ln

(
Cfa·(1−Ptarget)
Cmiss·Ptarget

)
false, otherwise

For the 10s training condition, no calibration was applied.
In this case, the true verification decision was output when
llr > 0.

2.7. Processing Speed

Experiments were carried out on a dual AMD dual core 270
Opteron server (2.0 Ghz) with a 6GB RAM. The processing
speed was measured by running one experiment in a single
thread. The Java Virtual Machine memory usage was li-
mited to 1GB. The resulting runtime factor was 0.71xRT
for the UBM, 0.16xRT for the speaker models estimation
and the test.

3. Contrastive System: EHUIKER_2
A second EHUIKER system was built for the NIST SRE08
evaluation, identical to the EHUIKER primary system but
for the fact that it did not apply any channel compensation
technique, and the EHUIKER telephone (gender dependent)
UBM are estimated using the training data from the NIST
SRE05 core condition (1 side train).
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